
Advanced Ceramic 
Coating's Path to 

Zero Landfill



Introduction

Advanced Ceramic Coatings, LLC. (ACC) is a joint 
venture between GE Aviation and Lincotek Surface 
Solutions.  ACC is located in Duncan, SC and is a 
leader in thermal spray coatings for aviation 
components.

► ACC Duncan open their doors in 2017 

► 62,500-square-foot facility

► One Shift Operations

► 42 employees



Management Support

► ACC Management Team is committed to reducing their impact on the 
environment. March of 2021 ACC received their ISO 14001 certification and 
with that they are committed to 

► Regulatory Compliance

► Pollution Prevention 

► Continuous Improvement

One of our 2022 Objectives and Targets is to increase our Recycling by 50%



ACC’s Waste 
Hierarchy

Sending waste to the landfill is always 
our last option! Look for ways to:

Eliminate
Reduce – Look to eliminate/reduce waste generation 
within the process
Reuse 
Recycling – Segregate waste that can be recycled
Energy Recovery – Fuel Blending



Single Sort Recycling

Keeping the prosses as user friendly as 
possible is key in keeping people engaged 
to use the system. There is nothing easier 
than a single sort recycling collection 
point.

This is an easy solution for 
office/Shipping/Receiving/Cafeteria 
waste collection

Contamination can be an issue



Production Waste Recycling



Ceramic and Metal 
Recycling

► It gets a little more difficult, when it come to your 
production waste.

► Must separate 

► Need to find someone who can use what you are producing

►  What is it going to cost?

► Easiest way is to use a waste broker

► Saves time

► All Waste Broker are not the same.

► Cost

► Transparency on what happens to your waste

ACC obtained quotes from several brokers until we 
found one that was transparent and made sense 
financially.



Keep it Simple

► Make it convenient – if it is not then 
people will NOT recycle. Centralizing 
recycling bins can make your employees walk 
too far to make their recycling count. Making it 
easy, by putting bins where they are needed.

► Make it clear – clearly identify what 
material goes into what container

► Use color to standardize waste 
streams accumulation points

► Visual management

► Make it fun

► Set goals

► Celebrate small wins

► Continue to educate!



Employee 
Awareness/Engagement



Awareness

ACC conducts regular training 
around pollution Prevention and 
how we can reduce our impact 
on the Environmental. 

► Daily EHS Messages

► All Employee Training (IBR)

► Manager Meetings

► Monthly Safety Training

► Safety Informational Board



Recycle Create Jobs 
Right Here in South Carolina

Employee Challenge



Employee 
Appreciation

Everyone was a winner!

Catered in a lunch for all 
and presented the winning 
team with a trophy cup



Get involved with 
Recycling

Community Outreach

► ACC collects can and donates them 
to the local fire department.

► All Funds received go to the MUSC 
burned children foundation

WIN- WIN-WIN



Waste Reduction

ACC purchased 168 water 
bottles in 2021. 2022 
Commitment to eliminate 
purchase water bottles to 
reduce waste generation.

We provided all employees with 
a water bottle and have 
stopped purchasing water 
bottle.

Celebrate small wins!



Substitution

Plastic part containers

Currently made from mixed 
plastic, non-recyclable plastic.

ACC is looking at a new supplier 
that will make container our of 
recyclable plastic



Reuse Location

► Think before you throw away.

► ACC has set up a reuse location. 

► A place for items that need a new 
home.

► Or auction off to employees for 
personal use

► Area created to help with 5S process 
but also helps with waste reduction.



Energy Recovery

► ACC sends all our Hazardous waste is burned for energy recovery




